The Acting
Profession

•The share holders in an
acting company usually
numbered from 5-10
people.

•They shared the profits
after accounting for
expenses (scripts, costumes,
salaries for hired hands, etc.).

royal patent establishing
the King’s Men

•Typically, you would also
have about ten apprentices associated with a troupe at any
one time, as well as some number of semi-permanent
salaried actors to perform minor roles (“hirelings”).
•The boy apprentices and hirelings were not shareholders.
•If a play required a larger cast, you would hire out
additional actors or double parts.

•Apprentice actors began at about
age 13-14. Like other crafts, this
was a contractual relationship in
which boy was bound to master for
a fee

16th century tailor with
apprentices

•However, since acting was not a
legally recognized trade,
technically they were apprenticed
in other crafts (grocers, goldsmith, weavers, etc.).
It depended in what trade the older
actor had apprenticed (even though he no
longer practiced that trade) .

•A mature actor in a company
would typically train 1-2 apprentices at a time, and they
would live in the household of the master (he paid their living
expenses).

•Apprenticeship lasted a minimum
of seven years, and the earliest it
could end was at age 21.
•A more common age, though, was
24.
•Apprentice actors would have
played female parts until their
bodies changed to the point that
this was less believable.
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•Men playing female parts was
relatively rare outside of one’s
early 20s. There were exceptions to
this rule, as some actors
specialized in female parts (even
as they aged).

•After apprenticeship, an
actor could join a
company as a shareholder
and take on apprentices
himself. Most commonly,
an actor spent time as a
journeyman actor before
raising the funds to buy
into a troupe.
•If an actor did not fulfill
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his promise, he could still
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work in theater by playing
bit parts, doing theatrical odd jobs, or eking out a living as
a hired actor (without ever becoming a shareholder in a troupe).

•Some actors (e.g., John Heminges,
who had apprenticed as a grocer but worked

stopped taking
stage parts at some point
and concentrated on
training apprentices. They
were essentially acting
coaches for the company.
as an actor)

Heminges also handled finances for the
troupe.

•Heminges’ apprentices,
then, would technically be
grocers (since that was what his legal
trade was), even though they
would not actually
practice that trade (though by
law, they could).

John Heminges and Henry Condell
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•There were also boy acting
troupes which were very
popular. They grew out of
touring companies of boys’
choirs (popular since the Middle Ages).
•They mostly had a different
repertoire, with plays written
especially for them. They were especially
associated with satirical comedies. However, some boy
troupes did perform tragedies, and some performed the
adult repertoire.
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•Early Modern
theater was
repertory
theater-- in
which a
company
presents works
from a
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specified
repertoire, usually in rotation.
•Two to three plays would be written every year by the
company’s dramatist, adding to the repertoire.

•Other plays would be commissioned, and some older
plays from the back catalog would be periodically revived.

•Even today in
rep theater,
plays are put
together very
quickly. Usually
this means a
week or two to
read through,
block out, and
rehearse a play.
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•In Early Modern theater, we know it took about two weeks
to put together a new play.

•The rehearsals for the new play occurred while still
staging one to three plays a week from the repertoire.

•Actors did not have
access to the full
script. They worked
from cue scripts (modern
rep theater often still does this).
•All parts had to hand
written by a scrivener.
He would also
supervise the creation
of the promptbook
(master copy of the script, owned by

from the
playwright’s “foul
papers” (his manuscripts).
the company)

•The cue scripts were
written out on scrolls.
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